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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1990 Foley et al evaluated a commercial CT workstation which displayed 8 images in from 7.5 to 26
seconds using two 1024x1024 monitors[1]. While the workstation displayed images of acceptable quality,
the workstation's interpretation quality was unacceptable, i.e., the dictated reports were of lesser quality
than those from film interpretations. Why did Foley find unacceptable dictated-report accuracy despite the
acceptable quality of displayed images?

We argue that an image display method —be it film or monitor-based — imposes a "cognitive load" or
"mental workload" on the radiologist during interpretation in general, and on human short-term or working
memory in particular; Miller [2] indicates that human working memory is limited to 7±2 "chunks", though
many currently think the limit may be closer to 5±2. If mental workload becomes excessive, the radiologist
may forget to view images or anatomy, or may forget to dictate viewed findings in the interpretation re-
port.

In this paper, we consider the nature of mental workload and how one might determine whether mental
workload effects the potential accuracy of a particular medical image display method. Then we detail ob-
server experiments we have conducted evaluating electronic display of CT images. While detailing these
results, we will focus on the evidence we have accumulated which suggests that mental workload has a
significant influence on workstation accuracy and interpretation speed. These results suggest that experi-
ments involving interpretation tasks that are very similar to those in the clinic are needed in addition to
conventional ROC analysis when evaluating the effectiveness of a new display device or method.

2. MENTAL WORKLOAD FOR THE RADIOLOGIST

We expect that human working memory is used in a number of different ways by radiologists during in-
terpretation of medical images. First radiologists must both remember their image-interpretation plan or
task list, as well as their current place in that plan or task list. Second, they must remember details about
the anatomy being viewed, normal metabolic function in and around that anatomy, and the very large
number of abnormal anatomical features or functions that could occur with the anatomy in question.
Third, they must remember the various normal and abnormal findings they have discovered during the
course of the interpretation. Fourth, they must compose the dictated report "in their heads" again taking up
limited human working memory. And fifth, they must remember how to use the alternator or computer
workstation, the dictation device, their resident's name, etc. All these items form the radiologist's mental
workload during image interpretation. [e.g., 3]

Obviously, there are far more than 5±2 "things" in the above list. Humans in general, and radiologists in
particular cope with this problem by combining several memory items into a single "chunk" or item.
Experience is, in part, the process of developing more and more useful chunks for a given domain of dis-
course so experienced individuals are likely to have more and better "chunks" and thus a greater mental
workload limit for a given domain. Radiologists develop these various chunks during residency training as
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well as throughout their career. They also learn mental "boilerplate" text which greatly reduces the mental
workload during dictation. In fact, for highly trained radiologists operating in their subspecialty, it is very
possible that dictating a report may generate less mental workload than using a computerized dictation
system.

Augmenting Human Working Memory. Radiologists have a number of behaviors that reduce men-
tal workload and thus help them keep track of what they are doing during an interpretation. First, radiolo-
gists often use a grease pen to place a mark near relevant findings on the images. Such a grease mark is
used as a memory aid during subsequent dictation. Such marks also are used by radiologists and other
physicians who view the images at a later point in time. Second, radiologists often use written notes to
keep track of findings or other points to be included in a dictation. Third, a report is often dictated "on the
fly" throughout the interpretation rather than as a single step at the end of the interpretation; the process of
dictating the various findings has a tendency of reinforcing them in working memory and thus may also
serve as a memory aid. Fourth, radiologists use the spatial organization of the images on the lightboxes as
a memory aid; they remember that an interesting image is "down over there." Spatial memory seems to be
separate from the more textual human working memory, and thus one can use spatial memory to offset
working memory and correspondingly reduce mental workload.

3. DETERMINING EXCESSIVE MENTAL WORKLOAD

Disrupter Experiments. Determining whether mental workload is excessive should be an essential
step in the evaluation of a candidate medical image display method. Cognitive psychologists use a dis-
rupter task to determine working memory usage[e.g., 41, which might be a reasonable measure of mental
workload. In a disrupter task experiment, the subject is given a memory task such as memorizing a list of
numbers. Then a disrupter task is given to the subject, such as counting backwards from one hundred or
adding together several four digit numbers. Finally, the subject is asked to recall the items in the original
memory task. By varying the type and number of items in the memory task, the time allowed for memo-
rization, the type, extent, and duration of the disrupter task, the delay until the recall task, and other pa-
rameters, the experimenter can measure the capacity of human working memory to handle the memory
items in question, and thus quantify the effect of the disrupter task.

Disrupter tasks are the definitive method for determining working memory usage and thus mental work-
load. But while such cognitive psychology experiments can be precise, they are very expensive, time con-
suming, and of very limited scope. Further, measuring working memory usage is not enough; we also
need to determine how much is too much. Thus, we must find other methods for evaluating mental work-
load during the display of radiologic images.

Cognitive Models. Cognitive models are another method for estimating mental workload. One of the
more influential models or family of models in computer-human interaction (CH1) is the GUMS model
[5,6]. The GUMS framework describes the knowledge that a user needs when performing a given com-
puter task. This knowledge contains goals that reflect the user's intentions; methods that reflect the user's
plans for accomplishing the goals; operators that are the individual actions carried out in a method and Se-
lection rules that present conditions under which certain methods apply. GUMS recursively decomposes a
user's task into subtasks until atomic tasks of known duration are encountered. Then by recursive sum-
mation, the duration of the original user's task can be estimated. This general framework, initially applied
to the domain of text-editing, has also been used successfully to model other computer-based tasks such as
spreadsheet applications [71 and video games [81.

In addition to extending the domains to which this work applies, there have also been extensions to the
mechanisms that drive the framework. CPM-GOMS [9] extended GUMS to include a critical path compo-
nent that allows designers to see how system changes can influence the user's "preferred" sequence of op-
erators. BRUWSER-SUAR [10] takes GUMS modeling into more interactive environments and tasks.
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Bovair, Kieras, and Poison [1 1 -13] proposed the cognitive complexity analysis. This approach combines
the production system approach with the GOMS model and extends the model so that it can make predic—
tions about speed of learning for different systems and transfer between system designs.

Cognitive models can be used to estimate relative mental workload between various alternative computer
human interactions; these estimates are, however, fairly rough. If the designer is going to develop a model
for other purposes, such as predicting the duration of a particular task with a particular human computer
interaction design, then the designer might as well go ahead and use that model to estimate mental work-
load. But building such a model from scratch is very time consuming, especially considering the limited
accuracy of the resulting mental workload metric. Further, while we might be able to determine that one
interpretation interaction requires more mental workload than another, we will not be able to determine
whether either approach required too much.

Observations and Verbal Protocol. We believe the best way of determining whether an image dis-
play method imposes excess mental workload is to watch and listen to radiologists while they interpret im-
ages with the display system in question. The term "verbal protocol" denotes the verbal comments and
other indicatings of what the subject is thing about during the observation session. While such an obser-
vational or anthropological approach is not nearly as precise as a laboratory-conducted cognitive psycho-
logical experiment, it is tractable within the development time of a medical image workstation, and does
provide a considerable amount of useful information.

The following section provides a number of case studies showing signs of excess mental workload we
have observed while building and experimentally evaluating seven medical image workstations during the
last eight years.

4." EVIDENCE"

FilmPlane. In the late 1980s, we developed and evaluated the FilmPlane prototype CT workstation im-
plemented on a Sun 3/18() with one or two 900x1 100 pixel greyscale 8-bit monitors [14j. FiimPiane is
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Figure 1
FilmPlane prototype CT workstation. FilmPlane uses one

900x1100 pixel monitor with a 2 second image display time.



shown in figure 1. Images were displayed in about 2 seconds. A navigational view image was provided
as a mental model [e.g., 15,16] in which the images of a single CT study were arrayed in a vertical two-
image-wide column and multiple study columns were organized horizontally across the screen. A single
screen display could be toggled between displaying the navigational view and a detail view showing four
images from one of the image columns. Both dynamic and preset intensity windowing were available.

An observer experiment determined that FilrnPlane was about twice as slow as film for the interpretation of
current and previous CT studies. even worse, the radiologists felt that the system "imposed itself on them
during the interpretation and that they found themselves thinking about manipulating the workstation rather
than thinking about interpreting the CT studies; they felt this never or rarely happened with film and alter-
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Figure 2
FilmStrip prototype CT workstation. FilmStrip uses one

2500x2000 pixel monitor with 0.11 second image display time.



nator. During one trial, a radiologist with a great deal of CT experience could not remember whether he
had looked at the kidney at one point during the interpretation; something that never happened with film.
Further, several radiologi sts forgot critical findings until interpreting subsequent examinations.
Radiologists said they would not be happy using such a system in the clinic.

These observations and verbal comments are all indications of excessive mental workload. Part of this
additional mental workload is likely to be caused by the unfamiliar display method —even if FilmPlane
was as effective as film and alternator we would expect radiologists to have less mental workload with film
and alternator than with FilmPlane simply because of the additional experience and familiarity they had
with the traditional display method. Nevertheless, the above comments, combined with the vast difference
in interpretation speed rather strongly suggests the presence of excessive mental workload and then need
for an improved approach to computer display of CT images.

FilmStrip. Subsequently, we developed the FilmStrip prototype CT workstation in 1991 using a single
2500x2000 pixel monitor [17]. FilmStrip, shown in figure 2, used the mental model of a three-image
wide strip of film that could be scrolled vertically at 0.11 seconds pre scroll using up and down buttons.
A third button cycled through three preset intensity windows, also in 0.11 seconds. A controlled observer
experiment found FilmStrip to be "as fast as film and alternator." No excessive mental workload indica-
lions were observed. Radiologists thought such a system would be effective in the clinic.

FilmStripLet. FilmStrip is an effective method for interpretation of CT studies. But the hardware is
very expensive. Thus in 1992, we developed a low cost version of FilmStrip called FilmStripLet [18].
FilmStripLet uses the same button organization and mental model as FilmStrip, but is implemented using a
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Figure 3.
FilmStripLet prototype CT workstation. Two 900x1100

pixel monitors with 0.15 second image display time.



Sun SPARC workstation and two 900x1000 pixel 8-bit monitors. Improvements in hardware and soft-
ware provide for 0. 1 to 0.2 second image display times. A controlled observer experiment found that
FilmStripLet had a interpretation time average that was within 30 second of that of film and alternator.
Further, the radiologists felt that FilmStripLet would provide acceptable CT interpretations in the clinic.
But they expressed feelings of being less comfortable with FilmStripLet than with film.

We had not provided a marking or "grease pen" feature allowing the radiologist to denote CT images con-
straining interesting anatomical features for subsequent description in the interpretation report. While the
lack of a "grease pen" did not appear to be a problem for the frequent CT readers, it was mentioned several
times by infrequent readers who instead had to use paper and pencil as a memory aid for their findings.
Additional signs of excessive mental workload included omissions in the dictated reports which were re-
membered later during the dictation.

Dictation Techniques. As usual with observer studies, differences between individuals seemed to
vary even more than differences between disjlay methods. for example, several radiologists kept all their
observations about the CT study in their head and then dictated the entire report at the end of the interpreta-
tion. Others dictated the findings "on the fly" and interpreted the results at the end. Dictation behavior
also varied with the complexity of the CT study with more mental-workload-intensive approach being used
primarily with simpler interpretations.

FilmStack. During 1993 and 1994, we have built and are in the process of experimentally evaluating
another low-cost workstation for display of multiple CT or MR studies. Unlike the previous workstation
prototypes FilmStack does not use the mental model of a FilmStrip. Rather, it uses the mental model of a
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Figure 4
FilmStack prototype CT Workstation. One 900x1100
pixel monitor with 0.15 second image display time.



stack of films, with the axis of the stack normal to the surface of the monitor. The effect is that of a "cine"
display with user controlled scrolling rather than a continuous scroll approach. FilmStack is implemented
using a Sun SPARC or other UNIX! X Windows workstation and provides for the display of two CT
studies with a 0. 1 to 0.2 second image display time.

Observation and verbal protocol during initial pilot studies indicated problems with radiologists obtaining a
"big" picture or gestalt of various organs and other 3D structures, particularly in the abdomen where inter-
pretation requires noting when one organ is pushing against another organ and distorting it shape in 3-
space. To aid in this, we added a mosaic view containing 128x128 miniatures of all the images in each
study. By pressing a button, the radiologist can toggle from the stacked displays showing both studies to
the mosaic miniatures displays showing all the images at the same time.

A pilot study has been completed generating an average interpretation time for FilmStack that is similar to
that of film and alternator. No excess mental workload indications have been observed at this point.

5. ROC ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATING INTERPRETATION QUALITY

With a dictated report, radiologists must keep many observations in their human working memory includ-
ing what portions of the anatomy they have viewed, what findings they have seen, the spatial shape of the
object, etc. If a workstation is sufficiently disruptive, the radiologist may miss or forget critical findings
resulting in inadequate interpretation reports even if the image quality is acceptable and all needed informa-
tion is available on the images. The findings form typically used with ROC analysis not only acts as a
working memory aid, reducing the number of items radiologists must keep in their heads during interpre-
tation, but also affects the interpretation process. Since interpretation quality may be affected by excess
cognitive load of an inadequate CT workstation, a findings-form study may show adequate accuracy with
a display method that otherwise would result in unacceptable interpretation reports.

Cognitive load may also effect interpretation speed, for a radiologist may work more slowly, may use a
grease pen or written notes as a working memory aid, or may have to go back in a dictation tape to correct
a forgotten finding. Further, filling in the findings form may take a considerably differing amount of time
than dictating an interpretation report, so task time results from ROC studies using findings forms, while a
useful metric, are not a definitive measure of the relative interpretations times of the candidate methods.
Further still, maximal experimental power often demands that the cases used in an ROC experiment consist
of a very narrow range of abnormal conditions, while an experiment focused on interpretation speed
would more likely consist of a broader range of cases and, most likely, a higher percentage of normals.

ROC analysis would be overly complicated if not impossible if a dictated report were used instead of a
fixed findings form, so the ROC study with the dictated report is still a necessary step in evaluating image
quality. However, it is not sufficient for determining the clinical accuracy or the interpretation speed that
can be expected during clinical use of a new display method. In addition to an ROC study with a findings
form, another study should be conducted that has sufficient power to determine interpretation speed
equivalence to within a confidence interval of say 5%ofthe average interpretation time; this would amount
to 30 seconds for a five minute CT interpretation. Such a study would use a clinically realistic interpreta-
tion task including access to previous interpretation reports, the requisition form, and resulting in whatever
reporting mechanism is used in the clinic, most often, the dictated report.
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